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Abstract
Cognitive radios (CR) are intelligent radio devices that can sense the radio environment and adapt to changes
in the radio environment. Spectrum sensing and spectrum access are the two key CR functions. In this
paper, we present a spectrum sensing error aware MAC protocol for a CR network collocated with multiple
primary networks. We explicitly consider both types of sensing errors in the CR MAC design, since such
errors are inevitable for practical spectrum sensors and more importantly, such errors could have significant
impact on the performance of the CR MAC protocol. Two spectrum sensing polices are presented, with which
secondary users collaboratively sense the licensed channels. The sensing policies are then incorporated into
p-Persistent CSMA to coordinate opportunistic spectrum access for CR network users. We present an analysis
of the interference and throughput performance of the proposed CR MAC, and find the analysis highly
accurate in our simulation studies. The proposed sensing error aware CR MAC protocol outperforms two
existing approaches with considerable margins in our simulations, which justify the importance of considering
spectrum sensing errors in CR MAC design.
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1. Introduction
A cognitive radio (CR) is a frequency-agile wireless
communication device with a monitoring interface and
intelligent decision-making that enables dynamic spectrum access [2]. A CR can sense the radio environment
and adapt to changes in the radio environment. The
CR concept represents a significant paradigm change
in spectrum regulation and utilization, i.e., from exclusive use of spectrum by licensed users (or, primary
users) to dynamic spectrum access for unlicensed users
(or, secondary users). The high potential of CRs has
attracted considerable efforts from the wireless community recently, for developing more efficient spectrum
management policies and techniques [2, 3].
Although the basic concept of CR is intuitive, it
is challenging to design efficient cognitive network
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protocols to fully capitalize CR’s potential. In order to
exploit transmission opportunities in licensed bands,
the tension between primary user protection and
secondary user spectrum access should be judiciously
balanced. Spectrum sensing and spectrum access are
the two key CR functions. Important design factors
include (i) how to identify transmission opportunities,
(ii) how secondary users determine, among the licensed
channels, which channel(s) and when to access for
data transmission, and (iii) how to avoid harmful
interference to primary users under the omnipresent
of spectrum (or, channel) sensing errors. These
are the problems that should be addressed in the
medium access control (MAC) protocol design for CR
networks. Although very good understandings on the
availability process of licensed channels have been
gained recently [4, 5], there is still a critical need to
develop analytical models that take channel sensing
errors into account for guiding the design of CR MAC
protocols.
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In this paper, we present a channel sensing error
aware MAC protocol for a CR network collocated with
multiple primary networks. We assume primary users
access the licensed channels following a synchronous
time slot structure [2, 6]. The channel states are
independent to each other and each evolves over
time following a discrete-time Markov process [2,
4]. Secondary users use their software-defined radio
(SDR)-based transceivers to tune to any of the licensed
channels, to sense and estimate channel status and to
access the channels when they are found (or, believed)
to be available. We explicitly consider channel sensing
errors in the design of the CR MAC protocol. It has
been shown in prior work that generally there are
two types of channel sensing errors: (i) false alarm,
when an idle channel is identified as busy, thus a
spectrum opportunity will be wasted, (ii) miss detection,
when a busy channel is identified as idle, thus leading
to collision with primary users, since CR users will
attempt to use such “idle” channels. We consider both
types of spectrum sensing errors in our CR MAC design,
which have been shown to be unavoidable for practical
spectrum sensors [2].
In particular, we develop two channel sensing
polices, with which secondary users collaboratively
sense the licensed channels and predict channel states.
With the memoryless sensing policy, each secondary user
chooses one of the M licensed channels to sense with
equal probability. During the sensing phase, secondary
users also exchange sensing results through a separate
control channel. This sensing policy is further improved
with a mechanism to spread out secondary users to
sense different channels, therefore reducing the chance
that a channel is not sensed by any of the users.
When spreading out secondary users to the channels,
the mechanism also considers the autocorrelation of
channel processes to obtain more accurate sensing
results. This is termed improved sensing policy.
These two sensing polices are then incorporated
into the p-Persistent Carrier Sense Multiple Access
(CSMA) mechanism to make sensing error aware
CR MAC protocols. We analyze the proposed CR
MAC protocols with respect to the interference
and throughput performance and derive closed-form
expressions. Primary user protection is achieved via
tunning the channel access probability p of pPersistent CSMA according to the interference analysis.
The CR MACs also aims to maximize the CR
network throughput while satisfying the primary user
protection constraints. Through simulations, we find
that the analysis is highly accurate as compared to
simulation results. In addition, the proposed sensing
error aware CR MAC protocols outperform two existing
schemes with considerable gain margins, which justify
the importance of considering channel sensing errors in
CR MAC design.
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Figure 1. The CR secondary network is collocated with M
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Figure 2. The discrete-time two-state Markov model for the state
of channel m, Sm , for m = 1, 2, . . . , M.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
We describe the network model and assumptions in
Section 2. We then present the proposed CR MAC
protocols in Section 3 and analyze their throughput and
interference performance in Section 4. Our simulation
studies of the proposed CR MAC protocols are
presented in Section 5. Section 6 discusses related work
and Section 7 concludes this paper.

2. Network Model and Assumptions
The network model considered in this paper is
illustrated in Fig. 1. Consider M primary networks,
each allocated with a licensed channel. We assume
the primary users access the channels following a
synchronous slot structure as in prior work [2, 6, 7].
The channel states are independent to each other and
each of the M channels evolves over time following
a discrete-time two-state Markov process, as shown in
Fig. 2. Such channel model has been validated by recent
measurement studies [2, 4, 6]. We define the network
~ = [S1 (t), S2 (t), . . . , SM (t)],
state vector in slot t as S(t)
where Sm (t) denotes the state of channel m, for m =
1, 2, · · · , M. When channel m is idle, we have Sm (t) = 0;
when channel m is busy, we have Sm (t) = 1.
Let λm and µm be the transition probability of
remaining in state 0 and the transition probability from
state 1 to 0 for channel m, respectively. Let ηm = Pr(Sm =
1) denote the utilization of channel m with respect to
primary user transmissions. Let ζm = Pr(Sm = 0) be the
probability that channel m is idle (i.e., not being used
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by primary users). We then have
ηm

T
1 − λm
1X
Sm (t) =
= lim
T →∞ T
1 − λm + µ m

t

(1)

t=1

ζm

=

1 − Pr(Sm = 1) =

µm
.
1 − λm + µ m

(2)

We assume a secondary network collocated with the
M primary networks, within which N secondary users
take advantage of the spectrum white spaces in M
licensed channels for data transmissions. For protection
of primary users, the probability of collision caused by
secondary user transmissions to primary users should
be upper bounded by a prescribed threshold γm , for
m = 1, 2, · · · , M.
As in prior work [4, 6, 8], we assume that each
secondary user is equipped with two transceivers: a
control transceiver that operates over a dedicated control
channel, which we assume is always available (e.g., a
channel in the industrial, scientific and medical (ISM)
band), and a data transceiver that is used for data
communications through the M licensed channels. The
data transceiver consists of an SDR that can be tuned to
any of the M licensed channels to transmit and receive
data. Secondary users also use their transceivers for
spectrum sensing and exchanging sensing results.

3. Sensing Error Aware CR MAC Protocol
For the CR network described in Section 2, we
develop sensing aware MAC protocols for opportunistic
spectrum access. The time slot structure of the proposed
MAC protocols is shown in Fig. 3, which consists of
a sensing phase and a transmission phase. The sensing
phase is further divided into K̄ mini-slots, within which
each secondary user senses one of the licensed channels.
CR users access the channels for data transmission
during the transmission phase. Let Ts , Tms , and Tdata
denote the duration of a time slot, a mini-slot, and the
transmission phase, respectively (see Fig. 3), we have
Ts = K̄ × Tms + Tdata .

3.1. Sensing Phase
The first key element of the proposed MAC protocols
is spectrum, or channel sensing. Although precise and
timely channel state information is highly desirable
for opportunistic spectrum access and primary user
protection, contiguous full-spectrum sensing is both
European Alliance
for Innovation
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Figure 3. The time slot structure of the proposed sensing error
aware CR MAC protocol.

energy inefficient and hardware demanding. Since
we assume a secondary user is equipped with
one transceiver for spectrum sensing, i.e., the data
transceiver with SDR capability, only one of the licensed
channels can be sensed by the secondary user at a time.
During the sensing phase (see Fig. 3), a secondary
user picks a licensed channel and keeps on sensing it
for one or multiple mini-slots. As discussed, two kinds
of detection errors may occur: false alarm and miss
detection. We assume all secondary users have the same
probability of detection errors when sensing channel m,
m = 1, 2, · · · , M. Let m and δm denote the probabilities
of false alarm and miss detection on channel m,
respectively. The spectrum sensing performance can be
represented by the Receiver Operation Characteristic
(ROC) curve, where (1 − δm ) is plotted as a function of
m [2]. For a specific channel m in a certain time slot t,
the sensing error probabilities can be written as:

(3)

We first discuss the two key components of the
proposed protocols, i.e., channel sensing and channel
access, and then analyze their performance with
respect to primary user protection and the expected
throughput. Table 1 summarizes the notation used in
this paper.

EAI
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Phase
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Pr(Wm,i = 1 | Sm = 0)

= m , for all i = 1, 2, · · · (4)

Pr(Wm,i = 0 | Sm = 1)

= δm , for all i = 1, 2, · · · ,(5)

where Wm,i is the ith sensing result of channel m and Sm
is state of channel m.
We assume that the sensing results from different
users are independent and the sensing results in
different mini-slots are also independent to each other.
Suppose a secondary user continues to sense channel
m for k mini-slots and obtains k sensing results. The
conditional probability that channel m is available after
the kth sensing mini-slot, denoted by am,k , can be
3
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Table 1. Notation
Symbol

Definition

M
N
λm
µm
ηm
ζm
γm
Ts
Tms
Tdata
am,k

number of data channels
number of secondary users
transition probability of channel m from idle to idle
transition probability of channel m from busy to idle
probability that channel m is busy
probability that channel m is idle
maximum allowable collision probability of channel m
duration of a time slot
duration of a mini-slot
duration of the transmission phase
probability that channel m is idle conditioned on k
sensing results
thresholds for channel decision Θ0 < Θ1
set of 0 observations that make am,k below Θ0
set of 0 observations that make am,k above Θ1
set of 0 observations that make am,k between Θ0
and Θ1
state of channel m at time t
the ith sensing result on channel m
the ith observed sensing result on channel m (0 or 1)
probability of false alarm on channel m
probability of miss detection on channel m
stopping time in the sensing phase for channel m
transmission probability of a secondary user
probability that no secondary user transmits on
channel m
probability that one secondary user wins channel m
probability of collision on channel m
probability that no secondary user transmits on control
channel
probability that one secondary user wins all the idle
channels
probability of collision on control channel

Θ0 , Θ1
0
Ψm,k
1
Ψm,k
2
Ψm,k
Sm (t)
Wm,i
θm,i
m
δm
Km
p
idle
Pm
succ
Pm
coll
Pm
P idle

P succ
P coll
intf
Pm

Λ1m (u)
Λ2m (u)
Ω1
Ω2
Rm

probability of interference from secondary users on
channel m
throughput of channel m sensed by u users in Case 1
throughput of channel m sensed by u users in Case 2
CR network throughput in Case 1
CR network throughput in Case 2
data rate of licensed channel m

derived as
am,k
= Pr(Sm = 0 | Wm,1 = θm,1 , · · · , Wm,k = θm,k )
Pr(Wm,i = θm,i , i = 1, · · · , k|Sm = 0) Pr(Sm = 0)
= P1
j=0 Pr(Wm,i = θm,i , i = 1, · · · , k|Sm = j) Pr(Sm = j)
Q
Pr(Sm = 0) ki=1 Pr(Wm,i = θm,i |Sm = 0)
= P1
Qk
j=0 Pr(Sm = j) i=1 Pr(Wm,i = θm,i |Sm = j)

−1
k

Pr(Sm = 1) Y Pr(Wm,i = θm,i |Sm = 1) 

= 1 +

Pr(Sm = 0)
Pr(Wm,i = θm,i |Sm = 0) 
i=1
"
#−1
dm k−dm Pr(Sm = 1)
= 1 + αm βm
European Alliance Pr(Sm = 0)
for Innovation
!−1
dm k−dm ηm
= 1 + αm βm
(6)
ζm ,
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where dm is the number of observations whose sensing
result is 0 on channel m, and αm and βm are defined as
follows.
Pr(Wm,i = 0|Sm = 1)
δm
=
, for θm,i = 0 (7)
Pr(Wm,i = 0|Sm = 0) 1 − m
Pr(Wm,i = 1|Sm = 1) 1 − δm
βm =
=
, for θm,i = 1. (8)
Pr(Wm,i = 1|Sm = 0)
m

αm =

For the secondary user, it is also possible that
it obtains some of the k sensing results by local
measurements, and receives the remaining sensing
results from the control channel in the case that some
other secondary users are sensing the same channel m.
By abuse of notation, we also use am,k to denote the
conditional channel availability probability in this case,
due to independence of the sensing results. We plot
am,k as a function of k for the channel idle and busy
cases in Fig. 4, using the same parameters as one of
the simulations (see Section 5). We have the following
proposition for am,k .
Proposition 1. When channel m is idle, am,k is a monotone
increasing function of k; when channel m is busy, am,k is
a monotone decreasing function of k.
Proof. From the defintion of am,k in (6), it follows
that (9) holds true, where W̄m,i = 1 − Wm,i and χm =
log(( θ1 − 1) ηζm ).
m
1
Since
δm <
 1−δ m < 0.5 and
 1−
 0.5 for practical sensors, both
m
m
log 
and log δ
are positive. If Sm (t) = 0, we
m
m
have that
Pr(Wi,k+1 = 1) < Pr(Wi,k+1 = 0) = Pr(W̄i,k+1 = 1).
It follows that Pr(am,k ≥ θ1 ) < Pr(am,k+1 ≥ θ1 ). That is,
am,k is a monotone increasing function of k.
Similarly, we can show that
Pr(am,k ≤ θ0 ) < Pr(am,k+1 ≤ θ0 )
when Sm (t) = 1. That is, am,k is a monotone decreasing
function of k when the channel is busy.
During the sensing phase, each secondary user
chooses one channel to sense with equal probability at
the beginning of the time slot. Secondary users also
report their sensing results over the control channel,
and share the corresponding channel sensing results
during the mini-slots. Two threshold probabilities Θ0 <
Θ1 are used for decision making.
• If the availability of channel m, i.e., am,k , is below
Θ0 , the channel is believed to be busy and the
secondary users will wait till the next time slot to
start sensing again.
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!Pki=1 W̄m,i
!Pki=1 Wm,i −1



ηm
δm
1 − δm

 ≥ θ1 
Pr(am,k ≥ θ1 ) = Pr 1 +


ζm 1 − m
m




 k "
!Pki=1 W̄m,i
!Pk W
!
!
!#
 δ
X

ζm 
1 − δm
1 − δm i=1 m,i
1
1 − m

m

≤
−1
− W̄m,i log
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= Pr 
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• If the availability of channel m is between Θ0 and
Θ1 , secondary users will keep on sensing the same
channel to obtain more sensing results for more
accurate estimation of the channel state, until the
maximum number of mini-slots, K̄, is reached.

• If the availability of channel m exceeds Θ1 , the
channel is believed to be idle and the secondary
users stop sensing and prepare to access the
channel (see Section 3.2).
The stop time Km when secondary users stop sensing
channel m, is a random variable that takes value
between 1 and K̄, the maximum number of mini-slots
that can be used for sensing (see Fig. 3). If we have
Θ0 < am,k < Θ1 by the end of the sensing phase, then
channel m state is not identified due to lack of time (or
sensing results) and the channel will not be accessed.
When there are k sensing results available (e.g., one
user senses channel m for k mini-slots, or it senses
channel m for less than k mini-slots and receives some
channel m sensing results from other secondary users),
we define three sets of estimates for the state of channel
European Alliance
for Innovation

= {dm | am,k ≤ Θ0 , ∀ 0 ≤ dm ≤ k}

(10)

1
Ψm,k

= {dm | am,k ≥ Θ1 , ∀ 0 ≤ dm ≤ k}

(11)

2
Ψm,k

= {dm | Θ0 < am,k < Θ1 , ∀ 0 ≤ dm ≤ k}
=

Figure 4. Illustration of am,k as a monotone function of k, when
m = 0.3, δm = 0.3, and K̄ = 7.
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0
Ψm,k

0
1
(Ψm,k
∪ Ψm,k
),

(12)

where dm is the number of observations whose sensing
result is 0 on channel m. We then present two channel
sensing policies based on this classification in the
following.
Memoryless Sensing Policy . In this section, we first
present a memoryless sensing policy, with which
secondary users cooperatively sense the licensed
channels. We call the policy “memoryless” since it does
not consider the channel sensing and access results
in the previous time slot for simplicity. With this
memoryless policy, each secondary user chooses one of
the M licensed channels to sense with equal probability,
i.e., 1/M. Furthermore, channel selections of the
N secondary users are independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.).
Let Um be the random variable representing the
number of secondary users that select channel m to
sense. The probability that um secondary users choose
channel m to sense is
!  u 

1 m M − 1 N −um
N
(13)
Pr(Um = um ) =
um M
M .
The joint distribution that there are u1 secondary users
sensing channel 1, u2 secondary users sensing channel
2, · · · , and uM secondary users sensing channel M, is
Pr(u1 , u2 , · · · , uM )
( QM
PM
m=1 Pr(Um = um ), if
m=1 um = N (14)
=
0,
otherwise.
We next derive the conditional probability that
secondary users compete for the channel after the
sensing phase stops at the end of mini-slot Km < K̄. The
stop time Km < K̄ has two implications. First, it means
that secondary users stop sensing channel m after
mini-slot Km . Second, it indicates that the estimated
availability of channel m, am,k , has already exceeded
5
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the threshold Θ1 . Thus these secondary users think
channel m is idle and are ready to access the channel
for data transmission. Note that a secondary user also
stops sensing a channel m when am,k < Θ0 (when it is
sure that the channel is busy). We are not interested in
this case, since the secondary user will back off until
the next time slot. Thus Km is defined with regard to
the event am,k > Θ1 .
There are Um users sensing channel m and Um Km
observations are available after mini-slot Km , which is
also a random variable. We first derive the conditional
probability for event Km = 1, as

=

Pr(Km = 1 | Um = u , Sm = 0) = Pr(am,u ≥ Θ1 )
!
X
1
1i
u h
(15)
(m )u−dm (1 − m )dm ,
1
dm

1 ∈Ψ 1
dm
m,u

1 is the number of observations whose sensing
where dm
result is 0 in the first mini-slot.
Following similar reasoning as in (15), we can obtain
the conditional probability for the event that the stop
time Km = 2 as

phase. Therefore, the spectrum opportunities in that
channel will be wasted when such events occur.
Motivated by this observation, we develop an
improved sensing policy that attempts to reduce the
chance that a channel is not sensed by any of the
secondary users. The improved sensing policy incorporates a mechanism to spread secondary users to the
channels. It also exploits channel state autocorrelation
by considering sensing results and channel states in the
previous time slot.
By the end of the sensing phase in a time slot t, the
secondary users compute the channel availability am,k
for each channel m. During the following transmission
phase, if a secondary user transmits on channel m, it
can obtain more accurate channel state information: if
its transmission is successful, then channel m is idle in
time slot t; otherwise, channel m is busy in the time
slot. Such channel information can be exchanged at the
beginning of the sensing phase in the next time slot.
Then, we can classify the M channels into three sets
according to the channel states in time slot t, including
• The set of channels that are detected or believed
to be idle, denoted by B0 (t).

Pr(Km = 2 | Um = u , Sm = 0)


= Pr (Θ0 < am,u < Θ1 ) ∩ (am,2u ≥ Θ1 )
!
!
X
X u
2
2i
u h
2u−Dm
=
(1 − m )Dm , (16)
1
2 (m )
dm
dm
2 ∈Ψ 1
Dm
m,2u

Pr(Km = k | Um = u , Sm = 0)

= Pr (Θ0 < am,u < Θ1 ) ∩ (Θ0 < am,2u < Θ1 )∩
· · · ∩ (Θ0 < am,(k−1)u < Θ1 ) ∩ (am,ku ≥ Θ1 )
X
X
X
···
k
k−1
1
2
Dm
∈Ψm,ku
Dm
∈Ψm,(k−1)u

u
1
dm

!

!

u
u
2 ···
k
dm
dm

i

1 ∈Ψ 2
dm
m,u

!


k
k
(m )ku−Dm (1 − m )Dm , (17)

k = Pk d i . We will apply
where k = 1, · · · , K̄ and Dm
i=1 m
these results in Section 4.2 to derive the throughput of
the CR network by the law of total probability.

Improved Sensing Policy . Under the memoryless sensing
policy, some channels may not be sensed by any of the
secondary users. Such an event occurs with probability
N

, which is sufficiently large when
Pr(Um = 0) = M−1
M
M is large and/or the number of secondary users is close
to the number of channels. Secondary users will not
be able to estimate the state of a channel that nobody
senses, and will neither access it in the transmission

EAI

• The set of channels whose states are not identified
due to lack of time or not sensed by any of the
secondary users, denoted by B2 (t).

1 ∈Ψ 2
dm
m,u

2
2 = d 1 + d 2 . In the
where Ψm,k
is defined in (12) and Dm
m
m
general case, we can derive the conditional probability
for the event that the stop time is Km = k as:

=

• The set of channels that are detected or believed
to be busy, denoted by B1 (t).

European Alliance
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Let |B0 (t)|, |B1 (t)| and |B2 (t)| be the cardinalities of B0 (t),
B1 (t), and B2 (t), respectively.
If channel m is in set B0 (t) and the stop time on
channel m is less than the maximum stop time K̄,
one user among those um users that are sensing this
channel will be randomly chosen to switch to sense
another channel in the set m ∪ B1 (t) ∪ B2 (t) in time slot
(t + 1). If channel m is in set B1 (t) and the stop time
on channel m is less than the maximum stop time K̄,
the secondary users that are sensing this channel will
randomly choose a channel in m ∪ B2 (t) to sense in time
slot (t + 1). With the above mechanism that reassigns
secondary users to channels based on the sensing results
in the previous time slot, we can reduce the chance that
a licensed channel is not sensed by any of the users.
This approach achieves the load balancing effect since it
attempts to spread out secondary users to the channels.

3.2. Transmission Phase
We adopt the p-persistent CSMA protocol for data
channel access for secondary users during the data
transmission phase. Under this protocol, a secondary
user delays its transmission when the channels are
busy. Once one or more channels are detected idle,
the secondary user will attempt to access the idle

6
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channel(s) for data transmission with probability p. We
consider the heavy load domain, where each secondary
user always has data to send to every other secondary
user. The following two cases are investigated for
opportunistic spectrum access for secondary users.

channel, respectively. For p-Persistent CSMA, we have
P idle (N )
P

succ

P

coll

(1 − p)N

=

(N )

=

(N )

N × (1 − p)

=

1−P

We define Pmidle , Pmsucc and Pmcoll as the probability
that there is no RTS transmission on channel m, the
probability that exactly one secondary user successfully
transmits an RTS on channel m, and the probability
that there is collision on channel m when multiple RTS
packets are transmitted, respectively. Recall that Um is
the number of secondary users that choose channel m to
sense. This set of secondary users also attempt to access
channel m if it is found idle. With p-persistent CSMA,
it follows that
Pmidle (Um )

=

Pmsucc (Um )

= Um × p × (1 − p)Um −1

Pmcoll (Um )

=
=

(1 − p)Um

(19)

We define P idle , P succ and P coll as the probability
of no RTS transmission on the control channel, the
probability that exactly one RTS sent on the control
channel, and the probability of collision on the control

EAI
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(N )

1 − (1 − p) − N × p × (1 − p)N −1 .(23)

4.1. Interference Analysis
One of the main challenges in designing a CR
network MAC protocol is how to balance the tension
between maximizing the capacity of secondary users
and protecting primary users from harmful collisions.
Let γm ∈ [0, 1] be the maximum tolerable collision
probability to primary users on channel m: γm = 0
means that no secondary transmission is allowed, while
γm = 1 means that secondary users have the same
privilege as primary users when accessing the channels.
The probability of collision caused by secondary users
to primary users should be kept below γm .
We first derive the conditional probability that
channel m is miss detected to be idle by u secondary
users after mini-slot k, as follows.
Pr(Km = k | Um = u, Sm = 1)
X
X
X
···
=
1 ∈Ψ 2
dm
m,u

k−1
k
2
1
Dm
∈Ψm,(k−1)u
Dm
∈Ψm,ku

u
1
dm

!

!

!

k
k
u
u
· · · k (δm )Dm (1 − δm )ku−Dm . (24)
2
dm
dm

In Case 1, the idle channels are accessed by different
secondary users. The probability that secondary users
collide with primary users on channel m is
intf

Case 2. We assume that the CR users can transmit
data over more than one channels using the channel
bonding/aggregation techniques [6, 9]. In this case,
every secondary user keeps on sensing the channel until
the channel state is identified or until the end of the
sensing phase. At the beginning of the transmission
phase, the set of idle channels are identified and are
know to all the secondary users. Then every secondary
user will transmit an RTS packet with probability p on
the control channel, to contend for the entire set of idle
channels. If there is only one secondary user that sends
RTS on the control channel, it wins the entire set of idle
channels. Otherwise, the idle channels will be wasted
(i.e., when no RTS is sent, or more than one RTS are
sent on the control channel).

(N ) − P

(22)
succ

4. Performance Analysis

(18)

1 − Pmidle (Um ) − Pmsucc (Um )
1 − (1 − p)Um − Um × p × (1 − p)Um −1
(20)
.

idle

N

=
Case 1. Once the estimate of channel m, i.e., am,k ,
exceeds threshold Θ1 , each of the secondary users
sensing channel m will send an RTS packet on channel
m with probability p, to contend for the transmission
opportunity on this channel. If there is only one
secondary user that sends RTS, then it wins the channel;
if there is no secondary user that sends RTS, then the
channel will not be accessed and will be wasted; if there
are more than one RTS packets sent on channel m, there
is collision and none of the secondary users can use the
channel.

(21)
N −1

Pm,1

=

K̄ X
N
X

Pr(Km = k | Um = u, Sm = 1) ×

k=1 u=0

h
i
Pr(Um = u) × Pmsucc (u) + Pmcoll (u) . (25)
In Case 2, a winning secondary user takes all the
idle channels using the channel bonding/aggregation
technique. The probability that secondary users collide
with primary users on channel m is
intf

Pm,2

=

K̄ X
N
X

Pr(Km = k | Um = u, Sm = 1) ×

k=1 u=0

Pr(Um = u) × P succ (N ).

(26)

For primary user protection, the probability of
secondary users causing collision with primary users on
channel m should be kept lower than or equal to γm , i.e.,
intf

Pm,i ≤ γm , for i = 1, 2.

(27)

This constraint is used to set the channel access
probability p for the p-persistent CSMA protocol.
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4.2. Throughput Analysis
Based on previous analysis, the expected throughput
of the proposed CR MAC protocols adopting the two
sensing policies, can be derived after the system attains
steady state. Without loss of generality, we ignore
the time spent on RTS/CTS exchanges, which can be
approximated by a fixed amount of overhead.
In Case 1, the expected throughput of channel m that
is sensed by u users, denoted by Λ1m (u), can be derived
as
Λ1m (u)

K̄
X

=

Pr(Km = k | Um = u, Sm = 0) ×

k=1

Rm ×

i
1 h
× (K̄ − k)Tms + Tdata , (28)
Ts

The aggregate throughput for the CR network, denoted
by Ω2 , is
X
X
~ ×
~)
Ω2 =
Pr(U
Pr(S)
~
U
M h
X

X

~)
Pr(U

~
U

X

~
Pr(S)

5.1. Simulation Settings
We evaluate the performance of the proposed CR MAC
protocol using a customized simulator developed with
MATLAB. We compare the following four schemes in
the simulations:
• A simple random sensing scheme that each
user chooses one channel to sense with equal
probability, termed Random in the plots.
• The negotiate sensing scheme presented in [6],
termed Negotiate in the plots.
• The memoryless sensing scheme as described
in Section 3.1. In the figures, Memoryless1
refers to transmission scheme Case 1 (i.e., idle
channels are accessed by different secondary
users, see Section 3.2), and Memoryless2 refers to
transmission scheme Case 2 (i.e., idle channels
are accessed by a winning secondary user using
channel bonding/aggregation techniques [9]).

M h
X
i
I[Sm =0] Λ1m (u)Pmsucc (u) , (29)

• The improved sensing scheme presented in
Section 3.1. In the figures, Improved1 refers to
transmission scheme Case 1, and Improved2 refers
to transmission scheme Case 2.

~ is the channel state vector defined in Section 2,
where S
succ
Pm (u) is given in (19) and I[Sm =0] is an indicator that
channel m is idle, i.e.,
(
I[Sm =0] =

1,
0,

if Sm = 0
otherwise.

(30)

In Case 1, the sensing process on channel m can
stop early if the estimate of channel availability am,k
exceeds threshold Θ1 or drops below the threshold
Θ0 . In the former case, the remaining mini-slots can
be used to transmit data. In Case 2, all CR users
wait till the beginning of the transmission phase, and
then contend for the idle channels by sending RTS
packets on the control channel. The winning secondary
user’s data transmissions start at the beginning of the
transmission phase (i.e., after K̄ mini-slots). We can
derive the throughput for channel m as follows.

Λ2m (u)

=

K̄
X

Pr(Km = k | Um = u, Sm = 0) ×
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Tdata
,
Ts

We choose the negotiate sensing scheme since it adopts
a similar network model and assumptions. With this
scheme, different secondary users attempt to select
distinct channels to sense by overhearing the control
packets on the control channel [6]. One of the major
differences between negotiate sensing and the proposed
schemes in this paper, is that negotiate sensing does not
consider spectrum sensing errors in the MAC protocol
design.
The simulation parameters are summarized in
Table 2, which follow the typical values used in [6]. We
run each simulation scenario for 10 times with different
random seeds. Each point in the plots shown in this
section is the average of 10 simulation runs. We plot
95% confidence intervals as error bars on the simulation
curves, which are negligible in all the figures.

5.2. Simulation Results

k=1

Rm ×

(32)

5. Simulation Results

m=1

~
S

i
I[Sm =0] Λ2m (u)P succ (N ) .

m=1

where Rm is the data rate of channel m, and Ts is the
time slot duration given in (3).
~ = [U1 , U2 , · · · , UM ] denote the secondary user
Let U
sensing state vector, where each element Um represents
the number of secondary users that choose channel m
to sense and access. The aggregate throughput for the
CR network, denoted by Ω1 , is

Ω1 =

~
S

(31)

We first verify our throughput analysis presented in
Section 3. In Figs 5 and 6, we plot the throughputs
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Table 2. Simulation Parameters

1.6
Improved2 (ana.)
Improved2 (sim.)
1.4

Value

Definition

Tms
Ts
M
N
η

δ
R
Θ1
Θ0
K̄

9 µs
1.89 ms
5
8
0.3
0.3
0.3
1 Mb/s
0.8
0.2
5

mini-slot interval
time slot interval
number of licensed channels
number of secondary users
utilization of the licensed channels
probability of false alarm
probability of miss detection
data rate of each licensed channel
upper threshold for channel decision
lower threshold for channel decision
maximum stop time for channel sensing

Improved1 (ana.)
Improved1 (sim.)

1.2

Throuput (Mbps)

Symbol

1

Memoryless2 (sim. & ana.)
Memoryless1 (sim. & ana.)

0.8
0.6

Negotiate (sim.)
Random (sim.)

0.4
0.2

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4

0.45

0.5

Probability of Miss Detection (δ)
2
1.8
1.6

Throuput (Mbps)

Figure 6. Throughput versus miss detection probability (with
95% confidence intervals for the simulation results).

Improved2 (ana.)
Improved2 (sim.)
Improved1 (ana.)
Improved1 (sim.)

1.4
1.2
1

Memoryless2 (sim. & ana.)

0.8

Memoryless1 (sim. & ana.)

0.6
Negotiate (sim. )

0.4

Random (sim. )

0.2
0

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4

0.45

0.5

Probability of False Alarm (ε)

Figure 5. Throughput versus false alarm probability (with 95%
confidence intervals for the simulation results).

for the CR MACs incorporating the memoryless sensing
policy and the improved sensing policy, with both
simulation and analysis curves (dashed curves). We
observe that the simulation and analysis curves for
the memoryless sensing CR MACs overlap completely
with each other, indicating that our analysis is exact.
Furthermore, although there is a gap between the
simulation and analysis curves for the CR MACs with
the improved sensing policy, the gap is generally very
small. The gap is actually due to an approximation
we used for the secondary user sensing state vector
~ , for which deriving the exact form is non-trivial. In
U
the analysis, we assume that the probability is 0 that a
channel is not sensed by any secondary user. We find
the analysis can serve as a tight upper bound for the
CR MAC throughput performance when the improved
sensing policy is incorporated.
We next investigate the impact of sensing errors on
the CR MAC performance. We assume identical false
alarm probabilities m = , and identical miss detection
probabilities δm = δ for all the licensed channels. In
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Fig. 5, we plot the throughputs obtained by the
four schemes versus the false alarm probability .
Specifically, we fix δ at 0.3 and increase  from 0.1
to 0.5. Intuitively, a higher false alarm probability
results in lower probability for secondary users to
exploit the transmission opportunities in the licensed
channels. This is illustrated in the figure, as all the
four throughput curves decrease as  is increased. The
improved sensing MAC achieves the best performance,
with about 10% gain over the memoryless sensing MAC
and about 200% gain over the two existing approaches.
The advantage of channel bonding/aggregation is also
demonstrated in the figure, where Case 2 transmission
scheme always achieves higher throughput than Case 1
scheme.
In Fig. 6, we examine the impact of miss detection
probability δ on the CR network throughput. In these
simulations, we fix  at 0.3 and increase δ from 0.1
to 0.5. We find that the miss detection error has small
impact on the throughputs of the random sensing and
negotiate sensing protocols, since miss detection errors
are not considered in the design of these protocols.
However, both our proposed CR MAC schemes achieve
considerable throughput gains over the random sensing
and negotiate sensing schemes.
In Fig. 7, we plot the throughput of the four schemes
under different channel utilization values ranging from
0.3 to 0.7. As the utilization of the licensed channels is
increased, the transmission opportunities for secondary
users are clearly reduced. Therefore the four curves
are all decreasing function of η. The improved policy
with transmission scheme Case 2 achieves the best
performance among the four schemes, while random
sensing has the poorest performance. When the channel
utilization is η = 0.3, the improved policy achieves a
10% gain in throughput over the memoryless sensing
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0.1

Collision Probability with Primary Users

Throuput Per Channel (Mbps)

Memoryless2 (sim.)
Improved1 (sim.)
0.25
Upper Bound
0.2

Improved2 (sim.)

0.15 Memoryless1 (sim.)

0.1

0.05

0

Negotiate (sim.)
Random (sim.)

0.3

0.35

0.4

0.45

0.5

0.55

0.6

0.65

0.09

Negotiate (sim.)

0.08

Random (sim.)

0.07
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
Memoryless1 (sim.)
Memoryless2 (sim.)

0.01
0
0.3

0.7

Improved2 (sim.)
Improved1 (sim.)

0.35

0.4

Channel Utilization (η)

Figure 7. Throughput versus channel utilization (with 95%
confidence intervals for the simulation results).

0.45

0.5

0.55

0.6

0.65

0.7

Channel Utilization (η)

Figure 8. Collision probability with primary users when the
maximum tolerable collision probability is γ = 3.5%.
0.7
0.65

In Fig. 8, we plot the collision probability caused
by secondary transmissions to primary users, when
the maximum allowable collision probability is set as
γ = 3.5%. We plot the measured collision probabilities
in the simulations when the channel utilization is
increased from 30% to 70%. It can be seen that
the collision probabilities of random and negotiate
sensing schemes increases along with η and soon exceed
the 3.5% threshold. On the other hand, the collision
probabilities of the proposed schemes are kept around
2.5% for the entire range of η examined.
Finally, we plot the throughput of the primary users
in Fig. 9. The primary user throughput curves for all
the four schemes increase when the channel utilization
η is increased. The gap between the curves of the
proposed schemes and those of random and negotiate
sensing schemes, is due to the different collision rates
secondary users introduce to primary users under these
schemes (see Fig. 8). As η is increased, the proposed
schemes introduces relatively constant collision rates
to primary users (i.e., around 2.5%), while the random
and negotiate sensing schemes introduce increasingly
higher collision rates to primary users, which degrade
the throughput of primary users.
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Primary User Throughput (Mbps)

policy. We also plot the upper bound on the CR network
throughput, as given by the channel idle probability in
(2). When the channel utilization is low, the improved
policy with transmission scheme Case 2 can achieve
a throughput very close to the upper bound. The
gap between the upper bound and the achievable
throughput increase when the primary users get more
busy.

Improved1 &2 (sim.)

0.6
0.55

Memoryless1 &2 (sim.)

0.5
0.45

Negotiate (sim.)
Random (sim.)

0.4
0.35
0.3
0.25
0.3

0.35

0.4

0.45

0.5

0.55

0.6

0.65

0.7

Channel Utilization (η)

Figure 9. Total throughput of primary users when they become
more active.

6. Related Work
CR has been considered as a “spectrum agile radio” that
enables dynamic spectrum access to exploit transmission opportunities in licensed spectrum bands [2, 3].
Several CR MAC protocols have been proposed in the
literature. In [10], Le and Hossain propose a MAC
protocol for opportunistic spectrum access in CR networks. Two channel selection schemes are proposed:
uniform channel selection and spectrum opportunitybased channel selection. The latter considers the probability of spectrum availability and selects each channel
with different probabilities based on the estimation of
spectrum availability.
A decentralized cognitive MAC protocol is developed
in [11] that allows secondary users to explore
spectrum opportunities without a central coordinator
or a dedicated control channel. However, a practical
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implementation would be complicated and hardware
demanding. This is because each secondary user needs
to be equipped with multiple sensors to detect the
availability of each licensed channel in the proposed
scheme.
In a piece of recent work [6], Su and Zhang
propose a negotiation-based sensing policy (NSP),
in which a secondary user knows which channels
are already sensed and will choose a different
channel to sense. In [12], the authors consider two
types of hardware constraints: sensing constraint
and transmission constraint. In [13], based on the
information obtained by a delegate secondary user,
each secondary user group selects and switches to the
best data channel for data communication during the
next period. In [14], the authors describe a policy such
that a secondary user selects the channel that has the
highest successful transmission probability to access.
Many prior works [4, 6, 10, 12] assume perfect channel
sensing, within which secondary users can always sense
the channel correctly. Sensing errors are not considered.
The joint design of opportunistic spectrum access
and sensing policies is studied in a recent work [15]
in the presence of sensing errors. The authors develop
a separation principle that decouples the designs of
sensing and access policy. This interesting study is
based on a constrained partially observable Markov
decision process (POMDP) formulation and thus has an
exponentially growing computational complexity [15].
The important issue of QoS provisioning in CR
networks has been studied only in a few papers [16–
24]. In [16], a game-theoretic framework is described
for resource allocation for multimedia transmissions
in spectrum agile wireless networks. In [17], the
impact of system parameters residing in different
network layers are jointly considered to achieve the
best possible video quality for CR users. In [18], Ali
and Yu jointly optimize video parameter with spectrum
sensing and access strategy. In [19], video encoding rate,
power control, relay selection and channel allocation
are jointly considered for video over cooperative CR
networks. The problem is formulated as a mixedinteger nonlinear problem and solved by a solution
algorithm based on a combination of the branch and
bound framework and convex relaxation techniques.
In our prior work, we study the problem of scalable
video multicast in an infrastructure-based CR network
in [7, 24], multiuser scalable video streaming over a
multi-hop CR network in [23], and multiuser downlink
video streaming over a CR femtocell network in [20,
22], where effective algorithms that achieve optimality
or with bounded performance are developed. We also
investigate the problem of combing cooperative relay
with CR for multiuser downlink video streaming, where
interference alignment is incorporated to facilitate
concurrent transmissions of multiple video packets.
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7. Conclusion
We studied the problem of design and analysis of MAC
protocols for CR networks in this paper. In particular,
we proposed and analyzed two opportunistic multichannel MAC protocols, adopting a memoryless sensing
policy and an improved sensing policy, respectively.
The impact of imperfect sensing (in the forms of miss
detection and false alarm) are explicitly considered in
the CR MAC design. We developed analytical models
to evaluate the performance of the proposed protocols.
Our simulation study demonstrates the accuracy of
the analysis, as well as the superior throughput
performance of the proposed CR MACs over existing
approaches.
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